Traditional
LANGUAGES PLAN

"Apasin poeyban muruyguka a
koey mabaygika, kaypaypa
kulay a matha kedha kay kayib"
 Mabuyag Ya, Kala Lagaw Ya
"Simir akedir kibkib meriba uridli
kerker barukda a pe irdi" 
Meriam Mir

Empowering language in our culture for our future.
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by Torres Strait Islander and Aboriginal people in the revitalisation and maintenance of traditional languages.
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"By these were the isles of the Gentiles divided in their LANDS;
every one after his tongue, after their families, in their nations.

Genesis 10:5
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The following definitions and abbreviations are used in this plan.

CREOLE
Torres Strait Creole (also known as Ailan Tok or Yumplatok) is a mixture of Standard Australian
English and traditional languages.

Fluent speakers
Those individuals fluent in speaking and understanding the spoken language in the Torres Strait
Island region and language clusters, and who use traditional languages everyday.

Language Reference Group
Those representatives selected at the Torres Strait Language Symposium to develop the Torres Strait
Traditional Languages Plan.

Revitalisation and maintenance
The traditional languages of the Torres Strait are critically endangered and urgently require
research, documentation, and programs to revitalise and maintain them.

Tagai
Tagai State College.

Traditional Languages
Means the two traditional languages and six dialects of the Torres Strait Island region – Kala Lagaw Ya
and Meriam Mir; and Kulkalgau Ya, Kalaw Kawaw Ya, Kawrareg dialect, Mabuyag dialect, Mer dialect,
and Erub dialect.

TSRA
Torres Strait Regional Authority.

Torres Strait & Aboriginal people
People who have a connection to the Torres Strait.
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The following map shows the location of the Torres Strait Region in relation to
Australia and Papua New Guinea.

Moegi Dhawdhay

Zenadth Kes

PAPUA NEW GUINEA

Koey
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Australia
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A brief history of our traditional languages in the Torres Strait Region.
Our rich cultural practices, knowledge systems and cultural expressions are a source of great strength, resilience, and
pride, and underpin our health, social and emotional well-being. Our traditional languages are inextricably linked to
our culture and as such these two important aspects of Indigenous heritage cannot be considered in isolation.
The Torres Strait region is the home of two traditional languages and six dialects:
•

Meriam Mir – Mer dialect and Erub dialect

•

Kala Lagaw Ya – Kulkalgau Ya, Kalaw Kawaw Ya, Kawrareg dialect and Mabuyag dialect

These are all recognised as severely and critically endangered languages by UNESCO, the Australian Government and
Torres Strait communities. We also recognise the traditional languages of all Aboriginal peoples living within the Northern
Peninsula Area and Torres Strait region.
Attachment One maps the distribution of our languages and language clusters across the region.
European arrival, and in particular the establishment of the London Missionary Society (LMS) in the Torres Strait in 1871,
saw the beginning of assimilation between Island and western cultures. During this time we were actively discouraged from
speaking traditional languages and practising culture. This resulted in a new language known as Torres Strait Creole, which
remains the common language to all Torres Strait Islanders.
In the early years of the 20th century linguist Sidney Ray produced the first written record of the Kala Lagaw Ya and Meriam
Mir languages as a result of his fieldwork during Alfred Cort Haddon’s 1898 Cambridge Anthropological Expedition to the
Torres Strait. Public policy in Australia has lead to both the demise and promotion of traditional Indigenous languages over
the last 200 years.
Assimilation and integration policies and programs of the 1900s saw generations of Torres Strait Islanders removed from
our homes – this, along with a focus on the English language in the education system, and the need for people to relocate
from the Islands to find employment have all been significant contributors to the demise of traditional languages.
During the 1970s Torres Strait traditional languages were taught in some schools under the LOTE (Language Other Than
English) program, however this was a discretionary program and not mandated by all schools in the region. In 1986
Education Queensland took over the responsibility for delivery of education in the Torres Strait; in 2007 the 17 primary
and secondary schools of the region were amalgamated to create Tagai State College.
In 2008, the Torres Strait Islander Regional Education Council initiated community consultation that identified a significant
need for traditional languages education. Tagai State College has responded to this identified community need through
a series of initiatives, including a commitment to a two-stage immersion Language and Culture program which seeks to
revitalise and maintain our traditional languages.
Recent surveys such as the National Indigenous Languages Survey (1 and 2), the 2012 House of Representatives Inquiry
into Language Learning in Indigenous Communities, and Closing the Gap initiatives have raised awareness of the situation
of Indigenous traditional languages in Australia.
While our traditional languages are still in existence, the number of fluent speakers has diminished over time, and it is for
this reason that they now face extinction.
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The current situation for Torres Strait Communities.
Currently traditional languages and cultural revitalisation and maintenance work is being undertaken by some of our
communities; however this work is not coordinated and occurs mainly in communities where there is someone with a
passion for passing on our cultural traditions and languages. Through these efforts, some of our communities have
been making good progress with language revitalisation.
The work of the Torres Strait Regional Authority and Tagai State College - through the Tagai Language and Cultural Centre
- has gone someway to shifting community and government attitude to the revitalisation and maintenance of our traditional
languages.
The TSRA has granted approximately $150,000 to communities specifically for traditional languages, culture revitalisation,
and maintenance projects over the past three years; and Tagai State College has recently completed the roll-out of the prep
to year three immersion program in all of their schools across the region.
Despite these programs, our efforts are being hampered by language shift (students speaking Creole which delays the
learning of traditional language); language loss (traditional languages not being passed on by parents to their children);
and language corruption (mixing traditional and modern languages, inconsistent spelling, etc.).
There is limited quantitative data available on the number of fluent speakers of traditional languages. While the National
Indigenous Language Survey and other Australian Bureau of Statistics surveys have collected some data, there is still
concern about how individuals categorise themselves as fluent in traditional languages.
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The 2012 House of Representatives Inquiry into Language Learning in Indigenous Communities recommended and
supported the need for greater attention to the endangered languages of the Torres Strait.
As a result of that Inquiry, and the ongoing work of the Torres Strait Regional Authority into the preservation and
revitalisation of the unique Torres Strait culture, a Language Symposium was held in March 2015 to provide a purposeful
and strategic approach to cultural and language development across our region. The Symposium brought together over
80 people from across the region and the mainland.
Through the Symposium a Language Reference Group was selected with representation from each of the five language
cluster groups. The Reference Group also includes representatives of the Torres Strait Regional Authority and Tagai State
College and is supported by identified cultural advisors.
The role of the Reference Group was to consider the outcomes of the Language Symposium and develop and document:
1. A Traditional Languages Charter that provides a way for everyone to actively contribute to the revitalisation and
maintenance of the traditional languages in big and small ways.
2. A Traditional Languages Plan that coordinates traditional languages revitalisation and maintenance in the region.
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The Traditional Languages Plan will facilitate the revitalisation and maintenance of traditional languages
by empowering our communities and protecting the rights and inheritance of our people.

Our people speak and use our traditional languages on a daily basis
for our culture, our well-being and our spirit.
Culture and language are inseparable and cannot be considered in isolation from each other. The vision of the Torres Strait
Traditional Languages Plan incorporates this inter-dependence and recognises the decline in speakers of our traditional
languages and the impact that language has on the well-being of all Torres Strait Island and Aboriginal peoples.

The following values and principles need to be considered as a whole and are inseparable
when considering Torres Strait traditional languages:
1. Our traditional languages and culture are inseparable, intertwined and interrelated.
2. Our traditional languages are an integral part of our culture and identity.
3. Our people and communities have the sovereign right to determine our
decisions and work collaboratively for the best interest of our region.
4. Traditional languages and culture are everyone’s responsibility.
5. Traditional languages and cultural knowledge exist in kinship and connect
our people spiritually to the land, sea and sky environment.
6. Traditional languages connect, heal, empower and strengthen well-being.
7. The authenticity of our traditional languages and our cultural knowledge, Lore
and Kastom must be protected by cultural and intellectual property protocols
8. The revitalisation and maintenance of traditional languages
is community owned, community based and community driven.
9. Torres Strait Islander and Aboriginal people have the fundamental right
to connect with language and country irrespective of where we live.
10. All Torres Strait Islander and Aboriginal people are two-way strong
in traditional language as well as Standard Australian English.
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The Torres Strait Traditional Languages Plan is an important foundational step to support the revitalisation and
maintenance of our traditional languages. The success of the plan will be measured over time by the number of
people who communicate using traditional languages everyday – in the home, at school, at work and in daily life.
Implementation of the plan will occur in two stages.

Stage One
Stage one of the plan will be undertaken during 2016/2017 and will focus on building a solid foundation for the
implementation of the Plan. This includes:
•

Establishment of a Traditional Languages Advisory Committee;

•

Development of a partnership between the Torres Strait Regional Authority and Tagai State College underpinned by
a Service Agreement to use Yangu Pawaw Ngurpay Mudh (the existing Tagai State College Language and Culture
Centre) as the interim Regional Language Centre;

•

Launch and promotion of the Torres Strait Traditional Languages Charter and Torres Strait Traditional Languages Plan;

•

Identification of existing language and cultural resources within communities, nationally and internationally;

•

Establish a traditional languages website;

•

Communicate and promote the implementation of the Plan and Charter through bi-annual Torres Strait languages
symposia; and

•

Establishment of an independent organisation for the management of the Regional Language Centre and to deliver
on the stage two priorities listed below.

Stage TWO
The second stage of implementation is scheduled to occur during 2017/2018 following the creation of a new independent
community based organisation to oversee the implementation of the Torres Strait Traditional Languages Plan; manage
the Regional Language Centre; and monitor the implementation of the Torres Strait Traditional Languages Charter.
As Stage Two unfolds, the Regional Language Centre will have a community capacity building focus and will deliver
services to the community that include:
•

Promoting language use

•

Orthography

•

Recording and documenting traditional languages

•

Developing language resources including dictionaries

•

Providing training
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Community Language Teams will be established to support the revitalisation and maintenance of traditional
languages in communities. The specific role of each Community Language Team will be developed in response
to the needs and opportunities of individual communities and therefore will be different across the region.

Overview of goals and objectives
1. Advocate for and promote traditional languages revitalisation and maintenance
•

Promoting awareness of traditional languages

•

Advocating for policy and law reform

2. Establish and maintain a Regional Language Centre
•

Securing a facility for the Regional Language Centre

•

Providing consistent expert information and advice

•

Supporting and delivering training to Community Language Teams

3. Develop the capacity of our people and communities
•

Encouraging personal growth and individual commitment

•

Building capacity in our communities

•

Providing opportunities for traditional languages learning and teaching

4. Develop traditional languages resources
•

Identifying, developing and distributing resources

•

Providing digital technological capability

•

Developing and standardising orthography

•

Ensuring traditional ecological knowledge and intellectual property rights are upheld

5. Building a strong organisation
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•

Ensuring good governance and community engagement

•

Establishing effective partnerships

•

Ensuring financial viability

•

Securing and managing staff and resources

GOAL ONE: Advocate for & promote traditional languages revitalisation & maintenance
STRATEGIES
OBJECTIVES
STAGE ONE: 2016-2017
1. Promoting awareness

•

of traditional languages

STAGE TWO: 2017-2019

Regularly communicate with and update relevant stakeholders
about progress.

•

Establish and maintain a traditional languages website.

•

Communicate and promote the implementation of the Plan and Charter
through bi-annual Torres Strait traditional languages symposia.

•

•

Develop local community

•

Promote the Torres Strait

promotional collateral

Traditional Languages

(t-shirts, posters, etc.)

Charter.

Use local media for promotion

•

of traditional languages.

Develop and implement a
media campaign about the
current state of Torres Strait
traditional languages through
television, radio, print and
social media.

•

Facilitate meetings, workshops
and presentations with cluster
groups and communities.

2. Advocating for policy

•

Work with other Indigenous
language organisations to

and law reform

advocate for Australia to sign
the UN Declaration on
Linguistic Rights.
•

Work with other Indigenous
language organisations to
advocate for the Australian
Constitution to include the
revitalisation and maintenance
of Torres Strait traditional
languages.
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GOAL ONE: Advocate for & promote traditional languages revitalisation & maintenance
STRATEGIES
OBJECTIVES
STAGE ONE: 2016-2017

STAGE TWO: 2017-2019

2. Advocating for policy

•

Provide a Torres Strait

and law reform

perspective and input into

(continued)

Government policy change
and law reform.
•

Advocate to state and
federal parliamentarians and
political parties to give priority
to traditional language
revitalisation and maintenance.

•

Advocate to State Government
to change signage into
traditional languages.

GOAL TWO: Establish & maintain a Regional Language Centre
STRATEGIES
OBJECTIVES
STAGE ONE: 2016-2017
1. Securing a facility for

•

Develop a short term and

STAGE TWO: 2017-2019
•

Continue to work from the

the Regional Language

long term facilities solution for

Tagai Language and Culture

Centre

Regional Language Centre.

Centre until a ‘new’ permanent
facility is secured.
•

Investigate opportunities
for establishing language
spaces on outer islands and
communities.
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GOAL TWO: Establish & maintain a Regional Language Centre
STRATEGIES
OBJECTIVES
STAGE ONE: 2016-2017
2. Providing consistent

STAGE TWO: 2017-2019
•

Establish and deliver a

expert information and

traditional languages help desk

advice

to provide advice and support.
•

Develop cultural induction
packages.

•

Deliver cultural induction
programs as a fee-for-service
offering to business and
government across the region
as well as inter and intra-state.

3. Supporting and delivering

•

Deliver comprehensive

training to Community

induction and initial training

Language Teams

for the Community Language
Workers.
•

Identify training needs for
each of the Community
Language Teams.

•

Deliver training and
professional development for
Community Language Teams.

•

Facilitate networking
opportunities for communities
to share stories with each
other about their language
revitalisation and maintenance
journey.

•

Provide telephone support
and advice to Community
Language Teams.
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GOAL THREE: Develop the capacity of our people and communities
STRATEGIES
OBJECTIVES
STAGE ONE: 2016-2017
1. Encouraging personal

•

STAGE TWO: 2017-2019

Promote commitment to take personal responsibility to:

growth and individual

-

learning own dialect

commitment

-

improving traditional languages skills

-

sharing traditional languages skills

-

connecting with fluent speakers at a personal level

2. Building capacity in
our communities

•

Conduct an audit of who the

•

Establish a Community

fluent traditional language

Language Team on each Island

speakers are (as defined by

/ community. Each community

Torres Strait people).

will decide the structure of the
Community Language Team.
•

Establish 5 Community
Language Teams by December
2017, 10 by December 2018
and 17 by December 2019.

•

Community Language Teams
identify traditional language
priorities in their community.

•

Seek funding to employ a
Community Language Worker
for each of the five language
clusters.

•

Community Language Teams
develop / deliver revitalisation
and maintenance projects
based on their community’s
priorities funded through TSRA
Language Grants and other
funding opportunities.

•

Evaluate the impact of
language activities through
biennial implementation of
audit tool that measures
traditional language fluency.
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GOAL THREE: Develop the capacity of our people and communities
STRATEGIES
OBJECTIVES
STAGE ONE: 2016-2017
3. Providing opportunities

•

for traditional languages

STAGE TWO: 2017-2019

Work with elders so that they are comfortable speaking in language
in all situations.

learning and teaching
•

Integrate language learning

•

Develop and deliver

in cultural practices such as

educational language

theatre, song, dance,

programs in a community

ceremony and initiation.

setting (e.g. camps).
•

Provide access to language
learning for people living on
the mainland (e.g. online).

•

Deliver language learning
for all levels of traditional
language proficiency.
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GOAL FOUR: Develop traditional languages resources
STRATEGIES
OBJECTIVES
STAGE ONE: 2016-2017
1. Identifying, developing
and distributing

•

Provide practical resources to

STAGE TWO: 2017-2019
•

Identify and collect examples of
language resources already

community language teams.

resources

developed by communities.
•

Preserve, store and share
historical resources and
information such as recordings
of elders.

•

Developing high quality
resources for the region with
assistance from academics,
language experts and linguists.

•

Provide support for quality
assurance in the development
of new and existing resources.

•

Work with Tagai in the
continued development of
dictionaries.

•

Undertake multi-media
recording of linguistically
accurate examples of spoken
traditional languages.

•

Provide practical resources to
community language workers.

•

Publish books, audio
recordings, documentaries
and dictionaries.

•

Provide an online catalogue
of resources, including those
for sale.
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GOAL FOUR: Develop traditional languages resources
STRATEGIES
OBJECTIVES
STAGE ONE: 2016-2017
2. Providing digital

STAGE TWO: 2017-2019
•

technological capability

Provide transcribing, translation
and taxonomy services.

•

Develop e-learning
communication networks
and programs.

•

Work with existing app
developers to provide a
tailored solution for Torres
Strait traditional languages.

•

Seek resources to develop
television and radio programs
in language.

•

Provide access to up-to-date
software and hardware for
Community Language Teams.

•

Create and maintain
Facebook / social media pages
for the Language Centre.

3. Developing and

•

Establish Language

•

Develop a process for

standardising

Standardisation Leadership

reaching agreement on the

orthography

Group.

standardisation of orthography
for Torres Strait traditional
languages.
•

Develop a process for
orthography of new words.

•

Develop quality assurance
processes and standards of
practice for the ways traditional
languages are taught.
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GOAL FOUR: Develop traditional languages resources
STRATEGIES
OBJECTIVES
STAGE ONE: 2016-2017

STAGE TWO: 2017-2019

3. Developing and

•

Develop and distribute

standardising

language Frequently Asked

orthography

Questions (FAQs) online and

(continued)

through other means.
•

Develop and maintain a
central repository for existing
and new orthography.

4. Ensuring Traditional

•

Identify existing policies on

Ecological Knowledge

TEK and IP within Torres Strait

and intellectual property

organisations and other

rights are upheld

relevant Australian
organisations.
•

Adopt policies to apply to
Traditional Languages.

GOAL FIVE: Building a strong organisation
STRATEGIES
OBJECTIVES
STAGE ONE: 2016-2017
1. Ensuring good
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•

Establish a skilled Advisory

STAGE TWO: 2017-2019
•

Gain community support

governance and

Committee to oversee the

for the centre and engage

community engagement

transition to an independent

community in evaluating

body.

impact.

GOAL FIVE: Building a strong organisation
STRATEGIES
OBJECTIVES
STAGE ONE: 2016-2017
2. Establishing effective

•

partnerships

Research potential partnerships

STAGE TWO: 2017-2019
•

Seek signatories from across

to establish long-term

the region and beyond to the

relationships for collaboration.

Torres Strait Traditional
Languages Charter.
•

Formalise, monitor and review
agreements with the PBCs,
other cultural organisations
and TSIRC.

3. Ensuring financial
viability

•

Seek resources that will enable the facility and programs to succeed.

•

Ensure all financial reporting requirements are met.

•

Develop a strategy for building
independent income streams.

•

Implement the income
generation strategy.

•

Investigate opportunities for
sponsorship/corporate social
responsibility (in-kind/staffing/
resources/facilities/funding).

4. Securing and managing
staff and resources

•

Recruit, develop and support a skilled staff team.

•

Establish standardised rates for linguistic workers across the region
(translation, interpretation, language work).
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KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURES

2016

2017

2018

2019

0

5

10

17

1

2

3

4

1

3

5

7

50

25%

10%

10%

Yes

Yes

Yes

5%

5%

5%

10

15

20

ACTIVITY
•

Number of Community Language Teams that
have been established / supported

•

Number of language programs delivered or supported
by the Regional Language Centre or the Community
Language Teams across the region

•

Number of cultural activities that include language,
supported by the Regional Language Centre or the
Community Language Teams

•

Number of people who access the Regional Language
Centre – physically and virtually

GOVERNANCE
•

Advisory Committee established and highly functioning

•

New organisation established and operational with

Yes

appropriate legal structure and governance arrangements

IMPACT
•

Number of language speakers across different levels

4000

of proficiency

•
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Number of people who can teach traditional languages

The implementation of the Traditional Languages Plan is currently funded under a grant from the Ministry of the
Arts to the TSRA. This funding is provided until June 2016, after which further funding will need to be secured.
The new community based organisation that will be created in Stage Two will be responsible for obtaining funding and
identifying independent income streams, sponsorship, and philanthropic opportunities to sustain the Regional Language
Centre and implementation of the plan.

Governance for the Traditional Languages Plan will be overseen by an Advisory Committee
and will also occur in two stages.

The Role of the Advisory Committee
The new Traditional Languages Advisory Committee (Advisory Committee) supersedes the Traditional Languages Reference
Group originally established to oversee the drafting of this plan. The Advisory Committee will be responsible for working
with the TSRA during the first year of this plan to provide support for the recruitment of temporary contractors and the
establishment of a new community based organisation to assume responsibility for the Regional Language Centre and
implementation of the Traditional Languages Plan.
The Advisory Committee is made up of one representative from each language cluster, a representative from Tagai State
College and two representatives from the TSRA (the Culture, Art and Heritage portfolio member and a representative from
the Culture, Art and Heritage Programme). The Culture, Art and Heritage Programme representative will provide secretariat
services to the committee. The diagram below shows the relationship between the Advisory Committee, the language cluster
groups and the communities that make up each language cluster.

GUDA MALUYLIGAL CLUSTER
Bamaga, Boigu, Dauan, Sabai, Seisia.
GUDA
MALUYLIGAL
CLUSTER
(NORTHERN)
MALUYLIGAL
CLUSTER
(WESTERN)

KAYWALAGAL CLUSTER
Kiriri, Muralag, Ngurupai, Waiben.
KEMER KEMER
MERIAM CLUSTER
(EASTERN)

KEMER KEMER MERIAM CLUSTER
Erub, Mer, Ugar.

KULKALGAL CLUSTER
KAYWALAGAL
CLUSTER
(INNER
WEST)

KULKALGAL
CLUSTER
(CENTRAL)

Iama, Poruma, Warraber, Masig, Nagir.

MALUYLIGAL CLUSTER
Badu, Mabuyag, Mua.
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Stage One
The Advisory Committee will oversee the development of the Regional Language Centre, provide regional knowledge
and intelligence to inform strategic decision-making and to ensure appropriateness of programs and activities.
This phase will also serve to establish a strong relationship between Tagai State College, the TSRA and the Advisory
Committee to ensure complimentary development and programming in future years. The TSRA, through the Culture, Art
and Heritage Programme will manage the funding until a new legal entity is established in Stage Two.

Stage TWO
During Stage Two, a new entity will be established. Therefore the Advisory Committee will be replaced by a Board, and
assume responsibility for operations of the Regional Language Centre, and implementation of the Traditional Languages
Plan. Board membership will include a mix of skills and experiences in culture and language, governance, finance,
management, and promotions.
The Board, through the Language Centre Coordinator, will undertake extensive community engagement (through both
the Community Language Teams, and independently) to ensure the development of programs and activities addresses
community need. The Board will also be responsible for the review and development of the Regional Language Centre
Strategic Plan and future funding arrangements.
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Stage One
During Phase One the TSRA will recruit two Project Managers to oversee the establishment and planning. Employment
will be on a fixed term agreement for a Project Manager Programs and Operations and a Project Manager Facilities and
Governance. These Project Managers will be supervised by the TSRA Culture, Art and Heritage Programme, and will be
advised by the Advisory Committee.

Stage Two
During Stage Two all employment will be offered through the newly established entity. Under this stage the new entity
will directly employ a Language Centre Coordinator, one Linguist and one Language Development Officer. A part-time
Administration Officer and a Finance / Grants Officer will also be employed. The key positions of the new entity will be
based on the following roles:
Language Centre Coordinator – will be responsible for the overall management and operation of the Regional Language
Centre. Working under direction from the Advisory Committee in Phase One and then the Board in Phase Two, this position
will establish organisational policies and procedures, supervise other staff of the Regional Language Centre and work
across all disciplines of the Centre. This position will be required to prepare the organisation’s budget and provide expert
advice to other employees.
Linguist – will work under general direction of the Coordinator to deliver programs and services. This position will require
the application of knowledge and skills, which are gained through qualifications and previous experience. Linguists will be
expected to contribute knowledge in establishing procedures. Linguists may be required to supervise other employees or
volunteers.
Language Development Officer – will work under general direction of the Coordinator to deliver programs and policies.
This position requires a sound knowledge of program, activity, and operational policy delivered over a number of subject
and geographical areas. The Language Development Officer will require skills in managing time, setting priorities,
planning and organising their own work and that of other staff and/or volunteers to achieve specific objectives.
Community Language Worker – If additional resources are secured, Community Language Workers will be employed at
the local cluster or community level. Their role would be to provide practical support to the Community Language Team
and link with the Regional Language Centre.
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Monitoring and evaluating the impact of the Traditional Languages Plan in revitalising and maintaining the traditional
languages of the Torres Strait will be a priority. The Key Performance Measures will provide the basis for monitoring
and evaluation. Ongoing engagement with family groups and communities is fundamental to the success of the plan.
They will participate in measuring the impact of the plan on the revitalisation and maintenance of traditional languages.
The evaluation will be undertaken in two phases and across two functions. The framework below provides a high-level
overview of the evaluation approach.

PHASE ONE

GOVERNANCE

ACTIVITY

•

•

Establishment and implementation

Promotion and buy-in to the Torres
Strait Traditional Languages Charter.

of MOU between the TSRA and Tagai.
Baseline and
Establishment

•

Effectiveness of collaboration

•

Languages Plan.

between the TSRA and Tagai.
•

PHASE two

•

Transition
and Ongoing
Operation

Effectiveness of the Advisory

Ongoing engagement with
communities and promotion

with the TSRA.

of traditional languages.

Health of the Regional Language

•

Utilisation of services offered by the

Centre into community access

Regional Language Centre – students,

Language Centre in offering a

other schools, families and the broader

coordinated approach to language

community.
•

•

Appointment of skilled Board.

•

Recruitment of skilled staff.

Implementation of community
language teams.

Establishment of independent
organisation.
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•

Committee and its relationship

services and programs.
•

Promotion of Traditional

•

Baseline research undertaken to
determine number of fluent speakers.

Identified risks have been categorised by the likelihood of them occurring (‘Likely’ or ‘Unlikely’) and level of impact
if they were to occur (High / Medium / Low).

RISK

LIKELIHOOD

LEVEL OF IMPACT

MITIGATION STRATEGY

Lack of information for Traditional
Languages Board to make informed
decisions (also Mayors, TSIRC,
others).

Unlikely

High

Good clear information and
communication that is consistent.
Regular and consistent reporting
structures.

Inadequate or poor quality
programs that turn people away.

Unlikely

High

Structure programs to meet
identified community needs.
Follow cultural protocols.
Engage with communities on
program development.

Lack of people to participate on
community language teams due
to lack of interest or availability.

Likely

Medium

Remuneration for local language
worker to promote and advocate
community language teams.

Independent language consultants
who want to connect with the centre
(non-transparency; limited quality).

Likely

Low

Develop an open register
of consultants that are
quality assured.

Recruitment and retention of
quality staff and available
accommodation.

Likely

High

Robust recruitment processes.
Appropriate remuneration
levels. Ensure facilities available
prior to recruitment.

Inconsistent decision making
between the TSRA and Advisory
Committee / Board.

Unlikely

High

Rigorous MOU. Joint planning.
Consistent communication
and engagement.

Small program that doesn’t have
back up for unplanned absences.

Likely

High

Register of people who can backfill.
Cross-skilling of employees where
possible.

Underfunded.

Likely

High

Secure funding from alternative
sources such as self-generated
income including fee-for-service,
sale of product, sponsorship,
philanthropy and other grants.

Funding runs out at the
end of year one.

Unlikely

High

Secure funding from alternative
sources such as self-generated
income including fee-for-service,
sale of product, sponsorship,
philanthropy and other grants.
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ATTACHMENT ONE.

Kala Lagaw Ya
Mabuyag

Mer dialect

Kalaw Kawaw Ya

Erub dialect

Kawrareg
Kulkalgau Ya
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Meriam Mir

ATTACHMENT TWO.
The Language Reference Group is made up of community members, Torres Strait Linguists and Cultural Advisors that were either
elected at the Language Symposium in March 2015, or invited to participate in the meetings of the group to contribute in their
areas of expertise.

REPRESENTING
LANGUAGE/DIALECT

NAME

REFERENCE GROUP ROLE

Mr Kapua Gutchen (Snr)

Representative Kemer Kemer Meriam cluster
(Erub dialect)

Erub Mir

Mr Noel Baker

Proxy Kemer Kemer Meriam cluster (Erub dialect)

Erub Mir

Mr Dana Ober - Senior Project Officer

Representative Tagai State College (Torres Strait Linguistics)

Kalaw Kawaw Ya

Ms Mariana Babia

Proxy Guda Maluyligal cluster

Kalaw Kawaw Ya

Ms Leonora Adidi

Representative Guda Maluyligal cluster

Kalaw Kawaw Ya

Mr Phillemon Mosby (Representative)
Deputy Chair

Representative Kulkalgal cluster

Kulkalgau Ya

Mrs Stephanie Savage

Representative Tagai State College

Kulkalgau Ya

Mr Michael Nai (Proxy)

Proxy Kulkalgal cluster

Kulkalgau Ya

Mr Cygnet Repu (Representative) Chair

Representative Maluyligal cluster

Mabuyag

Ms Leitha Assan - TSRA Culture, Art &
Heritage Programme Staff Secretariat

Representative - TSRA

Mabuyag

Mr Milton Savage (Proxy)

Proxy Kaywalagal cluster

Mabuyag / Kawrareg

Mr Aven S. Noah (Snr) - TSRA Culture,
Art & Heritage Portfolio Member

Representative TSRA

Meriam Mir

Ms Maria Tapim (Representative)

Representative Kemer Kemer Meriam cluster
(Mer dialect)

Meriam Mir

Mr Bob Kaigey (Proxy)

Proxy Kemer Kemer Meriam cluster (Mer dialect)

Meriam Mir

Mr Bua Benjamin Mabo (Jnr)

Torres Strait Linguist and Cultural Advisor

Meriam Mir

The late Adhi Dimple Bani

Cultural Advisor

Mabuyag

Mr Gabriel Bani

Cultural Advisor

Mabuyag

Mrs Denna Nona

Cultural Advisor

Mabuyag

Mr Alo Tapim

Cultural Advisor

Meriam Mir

Mr Alick Tipoti

Cultural Advisor

Mabuyag
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ATTACHMENT THREE.
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NAME

LANGUAGE CLUSTER REPRESENTATION

REPRESENTING
LANGUAGE/DIALECT

Mr Alo Tapim (Representative)

Kemer Kemer Meriam cluster

Meriam Mer

Ms Maria Tapim (Proxy)

Kemer Kemer Meriam cluster

Meriam Mer

Mr Phillemon Mosby (Representative)

Kulkalgal cluster

Kulkalgau Ya

Mr Michael Nai (Proxy)

Kulkalgal cluster

Kulkalgau Ya

Mr Dana Ober (Representative)

Guda Maluyligal cluster

Kalaw Kawaw Ya

Ms Mariana Babia (Proxy)

Guda Maluyligal cluster

Kalaw Kawaw Ya

Mr Cygnet Repu (Representative)

Maluyligal cluster

Mabuyag

Mr Alick Tipoti (Proxy)

Maluyligal cluster

Mabuyag

Mr Milton Savage (Representative)

Kaywalagal cluster

Kawrareg

Ms Louise Manas (Proxy)

Kaywalagal cluster

Kawrareg

Mrs Stephanie Savage (Representative)

Tagai State College

Kulkalgau Ya

Mr Aven S. Noah (Snr) (Representative)

TSRA Culture, Art & Heritage Portfolio Member

Meriam Mer

Empowering language in our culture for our future.

Traditional
LANGUAGES PLAN

